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Johnson wins
SGA presidency
University·
announces
new officers
Nick Reside
News Editor
With students, faculty, staff and community
members gathered around the steps of Lovett
Auditorium Wednesday for All-Campus Sing,
the results of SGA elections were announced.
Jeremiah Johnson, junior from Hopkinsville,
Ky., defeated Alex Green, junior from Mayfield, Ky.. by 82 votes receiving 53.41 percent of
the vote to become SGA president.
This marks the first time in three years a
male has been elected SGA president. Johnson
is also the first member of the Alpha Gamma
Rho fraternity to be elected SGA president
since 1991.
Betsy Banks, junior from Frankfort, Ky., ran
unopposed for vice president. She received
1,005 votes.
Robert Spalding, freshman from Mayfield,
Ky., won the position of secretary, running
against three other opponents.
Liz Harris, junior from Frankfort, Ky., won
position of treasurer against one o.ther opponent
Johnson said he is ready for the position of
president.
"There are ~ lot of things I'm ready to
improve on and build on what (SGA) did last
year," he said.
In addition to other responsibilities, the SGA
president represents the student body on the
Board of Regents. If elected, Green would have
sat with his mother Sharon Green on the
Board, a non-issue with Johnson's victory.
Jeanie Morgan, student activities coordinator for SGA, said Greek candidates dominate
SGA elections because those students are more
organized and encouraged to vote.
"The rest of the student body is larger," Morgan said. "They just don't apparently care,
since they don't vote."
Ten percent of Murray State's student body
is Greek.
Morgan said candidates are usually well

known, pointing out Johnson WOI\ Homecoming King in October.
This election marks the second year with
online voting via myGate.
"When we went to online voting, we thought
we would have a huge turnout," Morgan said.
"We talked to other schools and they informed
us they didn't either."
Morgan said campaigning this year was not
as public, with social networking playing a
great role.
"I haven't seen any fliers," she said. "I know
from talking to students, (candidates) didn't go
to a lot of organizations and talk."
She said. campaigning through social networking might be the wave of the future.
University President Randy Dunn spoke on
the importance of students becoming involved
inSGA.
"We have always tried to give wide influence
to the wants and needs of students as
expressed through SGA," Dunn said. "Whether
in looking at things as varied as meal choices,
where to construct sidewalks, new academic or
student service programs to add or many other
things, it is crucial to have the student voice as
part of University decision-making. It generally makes for better decisions anyway. SGA is
the primary means by which that voice is
heard."
Other winners include:
•RCA President: Jonah Waggoner
•Senators-at-Large: Ali Adams, Luis Aponte,
Kaylyn Evans, Ben Honer, Katie Lawrence,
Adam Peebles, Adisson Price and Brooks Santanello
•College of Business senators: Robin Ezell,
Bennett Poynter and Korey Reichardt
•College of Education senators: Kaitlyn
Merrick and Kara Taylor
•CoUege of Health Science and Human
Services senators: Allie Darnell, Kari Maestas
and Adam Page
•College of Science, Engineering and
Technology senators: Gracey Klapp and Rebeca Raj
•Hutson School of Agriculture senators:
Samantha Anderson, Josh Gilpin and Amber
Phillips
Also announced at AU-Campus Sing were
four amendments to the SGA constitution to;
•Raise the GPA from 2.0 to 2.5 for all SGA
senators
•Raise the GPA from 2.0 to 3.0 for freshmen
senators
•Raise the GPA for judicial board members
from 2.0 to 2.5
•Establish two senators for the School of
Nursing.
Contact Reside at nicholas.reside@
murraystate.edu.

SGA President-elect Jeremiah Johnson, junior from Hapklnsville, Ky., and outgoing SGA President Kirby
O'Donoghue, senior from Westview, Ky., appear In the Alpha Gamma Rho All-tampus Sing performance Wednesday on the steps of Lovett Auditorium. The two were voted Homecoming King and Queen In October.
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BREAKING DOWN
THE VOTE
President
Jt>remiat• .;.;hnsvn 5151 pel w1· · ('!. 'l vctes
Al.ex Green: 46.49 percent - 543 votes
Vice President
Betsy 8Jn~.~ . tOO percent- 1,005 votes

Rr.tJcrt Si.~ J!I:J,r.q :12 ~s prnent • 34Z votes

Ashley Perry: 28.72 percent - 299 votes
Kayla Clark: lT.TT percent- 262 votes
Ben McGrath: 1316 percent -128 votes

Raise GPA from 2.0 to 2.5 for all SGA senators
Yes: 82.65 percent · 953 votes
No: 17.35 percent - 200 votes

Treasurer

Raise GPA from 2.0 to 3.0 for freshmen senators
Yes- 70.34 percent - 797 votes
No: 29.66 percent • 336 votes

1.11. ~o.mlc;: Sl•b percer1l 5J4 votes.

Aaron Turner. 46.55 percent - 465 votes

Raise GPA from 2.0 to 2.5 for Judicial Board Members
84.74 percent · Q72 votes
No: 1516 percent -175 votes

Yes~

Establish two senator positions for the
School of Nursing
Yes: 81.34 percent· 889 votes
No: 18.66 percent - 204 votes
'Wlnne~ are lndka!ed by red text

Murray State adds YNL major beginning Fall2011
Tim Brockwell
Staff writer
Beginning Fall 2011, the Youth and Non-Profit Leadership (YNL) program will be expanded
to include a major.
For 28 years, the YNL minor has been available for students seeking to broaden their
career prospects and learn the functions of a
nonprofit organization.
Roger Weis, director of American Humanics/YNL said he is excited about the new
major.
"Nonprofit organizations are the fastest
growing sector 1n the country," Weis said.
"There is a growing trend of folks getting
involved in nonprofit organizations as a career
path."
These charitable organizations include
famous names such as the American Red Cross
and Big Brother, Bjg Sister.
"Offering a YNL major is part of the effort to

expand enrollment at the
University," Weis said.
"The President requested
that we add this as a major
to attract students who are
interested in pursuing
careers within tbe YNL
field."
President
University
Randy Dunn said creating a .!.!!J:u::&~ED~
major was the next step in Roger Weis
the program's success.
Director of
"It's been a very popular
American
program on campus, there's
Humanics,
no doubt about that," Dunn
Health
said. "Moving it to a major
and Human
provides us an opportunity
Services
to take advantage of the
strength that the program has achieved on
campus. Murray State has been a national ,
leader preparing individuals for those roles."
Dunn, who sits on the Board for American

Humanics, said the role opened his eyes to the
national need for people trained in nonprofit
management and leadership skills.
Although many Murray State students have
gone on to work for nonprofit organizations
throughout the world, some graduates of the
YNL minor program have remained at the University.
Susan Garnett, Murray State alumna, is an
English as a Second Language instructor and
student adviser in the University's Institute for
International Studies.
"I majored in biology with a YNL minor, and
switched to TESOL for my master's," Garnett
said. "I feel that having the YNL minor provided a lot of opportunities for me."
Garnett is also the coordinator of Conversation Partners, a prograq1 pairing international
students with American students outside the
'
classroQm to practice their English.
"I've used the skills {learned in the YNL program extensively in running the Conversation

Partners program,'' Garnett said. ""On a daily
basis I work at building our program objectives
and goals and building partnerships with people on campus. Partnership building is very
important, and it is one aspect of what is taught
in the YNL program."
'•
The YNL major will include courses such as
social entrepreneurship, current trends and
issues in youth and human Services and a seminar on leadership development.
Students who wish to know more about tlie
program should contact Roger Weis at
809-3808 or email roger.weis@murraystate.
edu.
"No matter where a student's interests might
lie, Youth and Non-Profit Leadership can be
applied to virtually any field," Garnett said.
"Having a major in Youth and Non-Profit Leadership paired with a student's other interests
can really expand horizons."
Contact Brockwell at timothy.brockwell@
murraystate.edu.

News Editor: Nick Reside
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This week
-JO ua. Women's temds OVC Tour- •'1 a.m. Murray
nameDt: Paducah; Larry J. Heflin ~ oa the coraer
.streets, ends on the comer of
'Tdlltls center. free
•2 p.m. Softball. vs. UniversitY of ._nd Elm street$, free
Memphis (doubleheader): Racer -8 a.m. • Horticulture Club ADnual
t>Jant ·Saie: Pullen Farm Gre~
f~ free with Racercatd ,
•2 p.m. Men's tWit ovc Touma- •10 a.m. Tum Of the Century Social:
ateDt: Paducah; Latt:y J. Heflin Ten· the ¥urray-Ca1Joway Coanty Central Park; free
<:eater. tree
e4 p.m. Dedication of the Hutson •1 p.m. Baseball vs. SIU-

u

School of Agriculture; Oakley
Applied Science Central Lobby,
open to aU

the
mate

Curdl ceaterBalkleJ ~open to all
-5 p.m. 20U Murray State Leacienbip
Comaec:tioo Worbbop: Curds Cen·
tc~r Stables. <JPell (0

au

., p.a "l1ae PaduCah SiJJIIes Con·

pection; Paducah; Grace Episcopal
Cburdl, opell to all
•7:15 p.JQ. • "The .Passion of the

Cbtllt" T.ln$d, Town Tuesdays

Edwardsville (doubleheader); Reagan Field, free with Racercard

&& PeeldiDR tiJe
• Hippo'• .IIUW:IUI&
Street. opea to all
e2 p.m. Introduction to Social Ballroom Dancing: Paducah; Paducah

Dance Academy. free
, _ p.aa. Soc~ Sciences Writq
Workshop; Wells Hall room 31'1,
open to all
., p.m. Oftr<:oprlng Ellviroomental
RacJsm Lecture; Curris Center
Rockius Cbair Lounge. open to aU

Jl you would like an event to appear in.
tbe l'bb Week sectioa. 8U out a form iD
12ieJlair4ty State News office at m WUson HiiU. ~ to 809-317S or e-mail information to the~aystate.edu.
Plea~ submit events by noon on
WeA.inesdaY$- We c~not guarantee
all itemsreceived wUl be published.

·~·p.m. BCM
Buil<Ung. $1
•2 p.m. Women•s softball vs. Alabama State (doubleMadtr): Racer
Field. free with R.acercard
•7 p.a. University Christ Ambassadors Wednesday Word and Wotship: Curtis Ceater Theatet, free
e9 P.lll. W.E£P for soutbetn Sudan
meeting; Curris Center Darldey
ll<lorn. qpen to aU

movie produdioO: Currls Center
Theater. free

Police. Beat

April7

4:31 a.m. A caller reported a
person around the boats in
the CFSB Center's lot. Murray
State Police were notified.
Upon arrival, an officer
reported the individual was
involved with the fishing
tournament
10:56 a.m. A caller requested
to speak to an officer con·
cerning a resident at White
College. Murray State Police
were notified. Upon arrival,
an officer took an information
report.
9:08 p.m. A caller requested
to speak to an officer regard·
ing possible harassment on
campus. Murray State Police
were notified.

AprilS
8:49 a.m. A caller reported
damage to a vehicle in the

Roy Stewart Stadium parking
lot. Murray State Police were
notified and took a report for
criminal
mischief third
degree.
ll:SO a.m. A caller requested a
welfare' check on a student.
Murray State Police were
notified and the individual
was located.
5:12 p.m. A caller reportt•d a
vehicle driving through the
mall area. The Murray State
Police were notified and the
vehicle was gone on arrival.
1

April9

Center. The Murray State
Police were notified. Upon
arrival, a report for theft was
taken.

AprillO
S:46 p.m. A Murray State
Police officer issued a verbal
warning for disregarding a
traffic control device in the
Ryan Street parking lot.
8:32 p.m. Racer Patrol report·
cd two people riding a scoot·
cr. The Murray State Police
were notified and the individ·
uals were gone on arrival.
10 p.m. Racer Patrol request-

ed an officer for an open door
in the Ruby Simpson Child
Development Building. Mur·
ray State Police and the build·
ing coordinator were notified.
Upon arrival, an officer
checked and secured the
building.

Aprilll
12:08 a.m. A caller reported an

electric spark from an outlet
The Murray Fire Department,
Murray State Police, Central
Plant and State Fire Marshal
were notified.
10:14 a.m. The Murray State

2:36 p.m. A Murray State
Police officer issued a verbal
warning for failure to yield to
a pedestrian on Waldrop
Drive.
4:49 p.m. The Murray State
Police were ,notified of an
attempt to locate a missing
juvenile. The search is still In
effect.
8:58 p.m. A caller reported
stolen property in the CFSB

police served a summons to
Ryan Roth, sophomore from
St. Genevieve. Mo., for theft
by unlawful taking under
$500.
12:59 p.m. A caller reported a
theft of property. Murray
State Police were notified and
took a report for burglary of
second degree.

April12
a.m. A caller reported a
vehicle lockout in Regents
College parking lot. The Mur·
ray State Police were unable
to open the vehicle upon
arrival.
2:36 p.m. A Murray State
Police officer took a report
for criminal mischief of the
third degree at Wells Hall
8:44 p.m. Racer Patrol reported an individual on a scooter
outside of the New Fine Arts
Building. The Murray State
Police were notified and
spoke with the owner of the
vehicle.

11;30

Aprill3
8:12 a.m. Facilities Management informed the Murray
State Pulice they would be
working on the fire alarms in
the Biology and Chemistry
Complex. Work was completed at 12:18 a.m.
9:22 p.m. A caller reported a
verbal fight between five people outside Pogue Library.
Murray State Police were
notified. Upon arrival. an officer took a report.
3:35 p.m. A person at the Public Safety Building requested
to speak with an officer concerning a case in progress.
Officers were notified.
Motorist assists - 0
Racer escorts - 0
Arrests- 0
Assistant News Editor Austin
Ramsey compiles Police Beat
with materials provided by
Public Safety. Not all dispatched calls ure listed.
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Mubarak, sons
detained in Egypt
Associated Press

t\uslln Ram<.ey/Thc New.'

Origami cranes. assembled by the Japanese Student Association. help raise money in the Curris Center for Japan. The organization collected more than $1,600.

Tsunami relief raises $1,600
John Walker
Staff writer
The Japanese government h:Js recently raised the level of severity
7 at the Fukushima nuclear plant, the same as Chernobyl, but states
radbtion is decreasing in the area. On campus, the Japanese Student
Association's t•fforts to raise money for tsunami relief have brought
in a total of$1,600.
The fundraising was coordinated with larger relief efforts across
the natiun.
Yoko Hatakcyama, senior lecturer in japanese, said the jSA's fund
raising was sent through a larger organization.
"The money was sent to the Japan-America Society of Kentucky,"
Hat:lkcyama said.
She said even though fundraising only lasted for one week the
response from students and faculty was tremendous.
"'\\'c completed on March 25,n Hatakeyama said. "Students came b)'
both tables in the Curris Center and in Faculty Hall."
Hatakeyama said although some students seemed reluctant at first ,
many went the extra mile to make sure they gave a donation.
"There were some students who would stand away from the tables
and be kind of hesitant," Hatakeyama said. "But when they saw other
people come br and donatt.' money they would come over and sec
what was going on."
She said one faculty member even dropped by with a big amount to
don:•te ttl the cause.
''I was really moved by one of my fellow faculty who donated
$200." llntakcyam:• said.
to

Ce11ter denounces
'
gender wage inequality
Haley Russell
Staff writer
Raising awareness to the discrepancy between men and women's pay throughout the U.S., the Women's Center sponsored
Wear Red Day Tuesday.
The day itself varies every year, said Jane Etheridge. director
of the Women's Center.
"(This day represents) how far into this year women collecrivelr would have to work in order to make the same amount of
money that the men in this country make as of Dec. 31, 2010," she
said.
The salary gap represents a nearly 30 percent difference,
Ethl•ridgc said.
"For every dollar that a man makes, a woman with the same
job and same years of ~·xperiencc makes 77 cents," she said.
''That's substantial."

Caryn Shaw, junior from Louisville, said she helped with fhc relief
effort on campus through selling paper cranes.
"It went really well," Shaw said. "It was good to sec students on
campus helping out."
Shaw said one issue people brought up was the "sale" of paper
cranes.
''It was kind of hard for (Japanese students) to underst41nd," Shaw
said. ''People asked how much the cranes cost and we had to explain
it was a gift: There was some confusion because for (japanese stu·
dents) it was very obvious. It's one of those odd cultural misunder·
standings."
Shaw said the paper cranes are a part of Japanese culture and are
•
rarely sold for profit.
"The cranes often come after tragedies or tragic situations," Shaw
said.
Shaw said they are hoping to continue the fundraising through tick·
et sales for the lnti!rnational Student Organizations Multi·Cultural
night.
"A portion of the ticket sales will go to the relief effort," Shaw said.
"And we may do another one before the semestt:r ends. It just comes
down to whether people have the time.''
Hatakeyama said the actions of students helped make the fundrais·
ing a success.
"It reall)' moved me to see so many students give to the relief;•
Hatakeyama said. "We (the Japanese people) are facing this not as
just a disaster for effected families. This is a tremendous challenge for
all the Japanese people."
Contact Walker at john.walker@murraystate.edu.

According to the Kentucky Commission
on Women, pay equity is "eliminating sex
and race discrimination in the wage-setting
system."
Etheridge said she wanted to raise awareness because she believes women are not
informed and do not know of the current
inequity in the workplace.
" J honestly believe that most young
women do not believe that is true. that they
think that they will be paid the same lf they
Jane
had the same training, the same background
Etheridge
and same experience," Etheridge said. "And
Director of the
that is indeed not the case."
Women's Center
A bake sale was held in the Curris Center,
with funds going to Court Appointed Special Advocates ( CASA)
of Calloway and Marshall counties. The sale raised nearly $100
but did not elicit the reaction the Women's Center was hoping
for. Etheridge said.
"We didn't get the response we had hoped; we hoped people
would get kind of frustrated," she said. "We got some looks,
though. It was interesting."
In Kentucky, the estimated date for arrival of pay equity is
2026, as stated by the Kentucky Commission on Women, despite
the passing of the Equal Pay Act nearly 50 years ago. ln 1963,
stated the Kentucky Commission on Women, the Equal Pay act

ATTENTION SENIORS!!
The Spring Senior Breakfast will be held
Thursday, May 5 at 8 a.m. in the Curris Center
Ballroom. Seniors and graduate students who
are graduating in May 2011 and At:Jgust 2011
are invited to the breakfast free of charge.

CAIRO - Ousted President Hosni Mubarak and his
two sons were detained Wednesday for investigation
of corruption, abuse of power and killings of protest·
ers, bringing cheers of victory from activists who
hoped it marked a turning point in Egypt's turbulent
transition to democracy.
The 82-year-old Mubarak was under detention in a
hospital, a step prosecutors depicted as a precaution
to monitor his health while under questioning.
His sons Gamal, once seen as Mubarak's successor,
and Alaa, a wealthy businessman, were jailed in
Cairo's Torah prison, where a string of former top
regime figures, including Mubarak's prime minister.
ruling party chief and chief of staff, arc already lan·
guishing, facing similar corruption investigations.
The detention of the man who ruled Egypt unques·
tioned for 29 years set a new landmark in the already
unprecedented wave of upheaval shaking the Middle
East. It was arguably the first time an authoritarian
leader in the Arab world has been brought to justice
by his own people, given that Saddam Hussein was
toppled and later captured by American troops, who
handed him over for trial and executiop by Iraq's
new Shiite rulers.
Corruption had been rife under Mubarak's regime.
In a country where 40 percent of the population lives
on $2 a day or less, many resented the business
tycoon-politicians e levated to power by Gamal
Mubarak and accused of looting the nation's coffers
to enrich themselves.
As Mubarak's sons were driven away after being
taken into custody in the Red Sea resort of Sbarm cl·
Sheikh, where the family has been living since
Mubarak's fall, protesters pelted the police van with
water bottles, stones and their flip-flops in a sign of
contempt.
The detention was a significant victory for Egypt's
protest movement, which has been in an increasing·
ly tense tug-of-war with the country's new military
rulers over the shape of the post-Mubarak future.
Protesters have been pushing hard for th'e appar·
ently reluctant military to prosecute Mubarak. Tens
of thousands held the biggest rally in weeks last Fri·
day in Cairo's central Tahrir Square to demand his
arrest, and some protesters accused the military of
protecting the former president.

was passed, providing equal pay and work for women.
Etheridge said the change throughout these years in which the
Equnl Pay Act has been passed has not been great. At the time of
its passage, women were making only 59 cents for every dollar
made. she said.
The Kentucky Commission of Women stated pay equity is
needed because "women are still often steered into the more tra·
ditional female occupations - such as nurse, teacher. clerical
worker or retail sales clerk. This has perpetuated sex-based
occupation segregation. which is beyond the reach of the Equal
Pay act alone."
These traditional female occupations are the ones that tend to
promote males before women, Etheridge said.
"Male teachers make more than female teachers and they are
promoted to administrative positions which, obviously, are
more lucrative financially than teaching positions," she said.
Etheridge said there are many misconceptions when considering not only wages, but several issues.
"I think we all want to believe that things are fair and just, but
they're not always fair and just," she said. "We wanted to level
the playing field, if just for this one day."
The main goal, though, was to get the word out and help the
campus to understand the discrepancies.
Said Etheridge: "I think it's important to bring up convcrsa·
tion, for people to start dialoguing about different issues."

Contact Russell at hrussell@murraystate.edu.

-----------------------·
FREE APP.ETIZER
WITH

ANY fOOD
PURCHASE
(Excludi!lC the ~r Plauer and Sqp_er ~chos)

Facuity and staff may purchase tickets for $5
from an administrative assistant in their area or
the Office of Student Affairs..For more
information contact· the office at 809-6831 .
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Students should RSVP to the Office of
Student Affairs no later than
Thursday, April 28.
msu.studentaffairs@murraystate.edu
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'I 'I a.m.- 'I 'I p . m.

Dine--In or carryout: Thu - • •
i!70-7&i!!-00il!!i!
1 'I a.m. - Midnight

•un

Noon - 9 p.m.
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Campus re~ources
short·for LGBT
Anthony Jones
Senior from
Murrdy

Recently
read
I've
articles in
The Nt'\VS
regarding
student
retention
and
the
effurts the
University
is taking to
increase our
graduation
rate
and
lower
the

dropout rate.
I've seen various programs on
. campus that help support. students
academically, as well as in their personal Lives. I applaud, S.G. Carthcll
and the Office of Multicultural
Affairs for the hard work in improving the lives and education of many
of our racially and ethnically under-·
represented students. 1 :1lso commend Jane Etheridge and the Women·s Center for its work in supporting not just the women on campu~.
but the men as well.
Certainly, there are many notable
pe<>ple and offices that should be
thanked.
However, there is one group of
underrepresented students that the
University continues w neglect: the
lesbian, gay, bisexual :md transgender students. Although Murray
State's non·discrimination polky is
supposed to guarantee equal and
fair treatment of the LGHT community, the reality is that LGBT students are much more likely to drop
out and have lowc·r GPAs than the
campus average.
Now, I cannot prove this with statistics and numbers, I have
researched and haven't found any
conclusive research on LGBT retention. But I can make several factual
conclusions based upon my personal experiences at Murray State. I
have formerly served as president
of Murray State Alliance. I have yet
to graduate. I've now been here
more than four years.
The last three presidents of Mur·
ray State Alliance did not graduate.
They all dropped out. Fortunatt.!ly,
the current president will graduate
in May. I know of countless LGBT
friends who were students at Murray State who either dropped out or
were academically suspended.
I don't see the problem as discrimination in the classroom. Overall, I feel as though Academic
Affairs and our faculty do an excellent job in providing an education to
everyone regardless of who they
are.
To me. the problem lies in Murray State's failure to provide any
support to its LGBT students. After
all. it isn't the professors wlio need
support. Student Affairs offers a
wide range of support services to
students. There are programs for
students who face many challenges
in college. Besides the programs I
mentioned earlier, there is support
offered specifically for non-traditional (adult) students, athletes and
students with learning disabilities.
Support services include many programs that help students to live
healthy lifestyles, physically and
emotionally. Athletes even get their
own specific advisers, tutors, computer lab and study area.
· However, there are no programs
providing any form of support for
LGBT students. Although the need
has been stressed to Vke President
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now.
for anything else. Although most
tots and fiesta sticks
Who
wants
to
students' top priority is academics,
were not healthy by
join
my
reading
,group?
for students in this situation, money
any means.
and work is No. 1. LGBT students
often fa<;e fear and intimidation
throughout their daily lives. These
students live with a fear of harassment, bullying, violence and discrimination. Despite the efforts of
employment system to make it
Alliance and our "Safe Zone" faculty
more like the private system.
and staff, the environment and cliWell, I guess the 9/11 equivalent
mate that cause these feelings still
would
be to knock down the buildexists on campus. There arc no proings
that
survived the attacks to
grams offered by Student Affairs to
Public employees are now being
make them more like the towers
make this better.
portrayed by some in the media as
that were destroyed.
These are just a few examples of having high paying johs with execs·
Somehow. that just doesn't seem
the countless issues LGBT students
sive benefits. It is kind of a shock to
to
make sense.
face when coming to college.
public employees to hear this.
It's
much more rational to
Although it may seem that life
As public employees worked
rebuild
the private sector economy
issues and academic success aren't
through the '90s and early 2000s, ·
it
once
again towers over the
so
related, S.G. Carthell and Jane
they were, as a group, suJien and
public sector in earning power and
Etheridge would both tell you
surly as they watched their private
benefits.
·
quickly that they ·are. If a student is
sector counterparts dramatically
Ironically,
public
employees
may
too consumed with personal issues,
outpace them in salary benefits
now
long
for
the
days
when
they
they cannot focus or be able to make
and, of courst•. in their retirement
were comparatively underpaid as
a quality effort academically.
portfolios.
they
taught the nations' children,
Student life on campus is great for
But now, in our media, is the
fixed the roads and put out the
a lot of people. The Greek system is growing perception of public secfires.
very active here, and Student
tor fat cats harming our economy
We all should long for the day
Affairs is quick to provide dedicated
by having benefits, jobs and. worst
when
as a nation we can again
staff members to ensure the Greeks
of all, vacations and some job secufocus on the real causes of the dam·
are successful academically and
rity.
age to the private sector economy
socially. In fact, if you walk into Dr.
What could possibly have caused
and get back to fixing it ASAP.
Robertson's office. there are Greek
this odd change of perception?
awards all over his walls. Let me be
The fact is most public employ·
Bill Palmer,
clear: The Greek students arc not at
ees haven't had raises for four or
Assistant
professor
of Dept. of
fault for this issue. They pay tuition
five years.
Industrial
Engineering
just like the rest of us. Student
Their vacation and benefit plans
Technology
Affairs just deliberately chooses to
haven't changed. So, what's aJI the
provide thexp with suppor~ while
excitement about?
neglecting many..<i;many others. Is i'
Well, herc'11 tl_!tdeaJ. If you hadfair ~or equal? NS': iSo~ ~tuden't .,,n't noticed, a few years ago some
Affairs care? Obviously not.
individuals and groups in the finanSo what is the point of my little
cial sector were able to completely
rant? WcU, first and foremost to
l am a building manager at the
break a significant portion of the
draw attention to this issue. As a
Wellness Center and most of the
private sector economy.
student, faculty or staff member,
workers arc very upset with the
They destroyed the ability of
there arc things you can do to supfact that we are open (yet again) on
businesses of all sizes to borrow
port the LGBT students. Faculty and
money to make payroll and to pay
Easter Sunday.
staff, I encourage you to join the
for orders.
Many of us would like to go
"Safe Zone" program and provide
home on Easter and spend the day
When we look at effects and
all students, regardless of who they
recovery time, the economic damwith family.
are. with a hate-free environment. If age caused by these individuals and
Nowhere else on campus will he
you are a student, remember that
open.
groups was of a very high magni·
everyone is different. Overall, most
tude on the economic Richter
The hours of operation were
of our students are very fair and
scale.
shortened but it is still a major
respectful to each other. Secondly, I
Years later, as the dust is begininconvenience for those stuck
wanted to be able to publically ning to settle, we try to understand
working that weekend.
thank Jane and S.G. for the hard
how badly the economy has been
Several faculty members who
work and dedication they give to
come into the gym have expressed
damaged.
our campus community. Without
their opinion on the matter and
Private jobs arc now difficult to
them, Murray State would be a less
agree it is not right for those workget.
than positive place. Finally, l want
ing to have to be away from their
Salaries arc stagnant and benefits
to challenge Student Affairs to
are diminishing. We can get some
families on Easter Sunday.
respond to this letter. Not just to me
Don Robertson is the higher
perspective on how much damage
personally. but to aJI the students of was done in the private sector by
authority of the gym and he refuses
the University. After all, we do pay
comparing new private sector jobs
to close.
your salaries through tuition and as
to the existing public sector jobs.
We arc closed on holidays like
taxpayers, so don't we have the
Surprisingly, the public sector
independence Day, Memorial Day,
right to hold you ac.;c;ountable? l
jobs now look pretty darn _good.
Christmas, New Year's and others.
challenge you to write back to The
Of course the public jobs haven't
The reason I am writing is
News and let us know just exactly
changed a bit, but they look good in
because I would like to raise
why you ID'en't providing LGBT stu·
the light of the damage created in
awareness of this issue because,
dents any support at all
the private economy.
being in the Bible Belt, I feel it will
Or, if this letter so inspires you,
Now, we begin to see in some
make a difference.
let us know what you would like to
media sourt·es, the idea that flX.ing
do to address this problem. Either
the devastation in the private econ·
Sara Bynum,
way, it's not going away just
from Bcllcvmc, lll.
omy requires us to tear down most.
because you ignore it.
public funding and the public

letters ·letters •letters

The irony of being
a public employee

Gym should-be

closed for Easter

Kids At Play

Randomly Penciled

Bound up in books
Growing up, I
shared a room
with my sister.
Four kids, two
bedrooms,
we
ctammed the girls
in one room and
the boys in the
........_.....__ _........... other.

Casey Bradley
Opinion Editor

be them.)
My sister's side of the bedroom
was typically spotless and filled with
sports equipment. And then my side
was home to stacks of books, a mess
of clothing and soccer and swimming
equipment-. Somewhere.
While r asked for books, my sister
asked for designer clothes. You literally couldn't make her pick up a book
and it was like pulling teeth when she
was · supposed to read for a homework assignment.
Then one day she discovered a
series for teens that caught her attention and held on tight. "Sisterhood of
the Traveling Pants" interested my
sister and kept her attention long
enough for her to begin reading more
than just fiction. Now she asks for
books on her Christmas wish list and
has stacks of books by her bed. I'm
proud of my little sister.
Thursday was Support Teen Liter·
ature Day and I celebrated by participating in Teen Book Drop. I left a
book in a public place for anyone to
find and have.
I believe it's important for teens to
read. Be it fantasy, science fiction,
politics or short stories, it doesn't
matter, everyone should read. Sometimes the best and easiest place to
escape to lies within the printed
page.
Fiction, in my opinion, is essential.
Stories are ways for people to view
the world in a way they may not have
ever considered. It's a different point
of view. After emerging from a fietional world, people may see their
own reality .i~;~ a different light.
I've encountered a great number of
teen fiction that are, I say forgivingly, crap. I've read a number of novels
that I look back on and shUdder to
recall. I come to the same conclusion,
though: it got me reading. It got my
sister interested in the printed page.
1 encourage you to pick up a book
(when you have some time to spare) .
Give a book as a preserit. Some of
my favorite gifts that I've received
over the years have been books. One
of my all time favorite novels,
"Sophie's World" by }ostein Gaarter,
was a present for my sixteenth birthday. I devoured that . book. Afterward, every time I found a copy for
sale at a yard sale or library sale, I
bought it. Every copy I every procured was given to someone else. A
teacher who spent countless hours at
the hospital for her mother, a friend
visiting from out of town, a new and
promising aquaintance. They all
received a copy.
Find a book and treasure the story
it tells. Pass on that story and share it
with someone.
It's amazing how a book can
change a person. Whether the story
is true or fantastically fictional, it can
have an impact.
Fill your mind with words and
you'll be surprised what you'll be
able to accomplish. Promise.

Contact Bradley at
bradley@murraystate.edu.

by Alex Lane

• The Newt Facebook opinion forum:
Share you.r thoughts about articles.
current events or.campus happenings.

By The Numbers is now

exclusively online at
thenews.org

The Twilight
Saga: what do
you think
about it?
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Students use Friday prayer as a time to worship and socialize. By next semester, services should be held in a renovated ~ment conference room in Woods Hall.
Austin Ramsey
Assistant News Editor
Majed Alharbi is a busy man.
Saturday, he is at the Saudi Open House
in the Curris Center Dance Lounge and
then bas classes a1l week until Friday
prayer, for which he helps 'prepare.
More classes.
Then, Alharbi, a graduate student from
Alqassim, Sau4i Arabia, is back in the Curris Center Wednesday, promoting Islam
with a wall of photos, doughnuts and smiling faces.
He gives his time and service as vice
president of the campus Muslim Student
Organization willingly, as a form of sacrifice to Allah - Arabic word for "God" - and
to educate people on misconceptions about
his faith, he said.
Alharbi is Muslim, and he is one of many
students who have contributed to signifi·
cant Muslim growth in the University and
surrounding communities.
Abdulrahman Yara1i, associate professor
of telecommunications systems manage·
ment. is th' . o f the MSO. He said he
lias. seen nota ~
dent growth in practiccoming to Murray State
ing Muslims s
in 2003.
"(Murray's Muslim populatio n) has
moved from 40 to about 200, including
families," he said. "These guys have been so
in love with this city that they have been
recruiting each other. They have been helpful to (Institute for International Studies) to bring their friends and also trying to
bring students from other states here,
because this city is very suitable for culture
and also the needs of these students."
More Muslim students are finding Murray and the un'iversity suitable to their
needs for a variety of reasons, Yarali said.
Murray's reputation for safety and
upholding traditional values is attractive to
students who practice the Islamic faith,
which preaches .peace and modesty.
"It's because it's a safe city," Yara1i said.
"There's no crime or things to worry about.
They need someplace that they feel confi·
dence and they feel comfortable that their
wives and their spouses are at home
secure."
Abdu1iz AI Muaibed, graduate student

Muslims
praise
.
city, University
for growth
"I think Murray has a Muslim
community, but the most iMportant
factor is the University itseU:"
- Abduliz AI Muaibed
MSO adviser.
from Riyadh, Saudi Arabta. and president of
the MSO, said academics were a big factor
in choosing Murray State, as well as the
strong Muslim community growing in the
city.
"I moved here from Ohio," he said. "I
think Murray has a Muslim community, but
the most important factor is the University
itself. They offer good programs, especially
in my major."
Those two factors are causing many
existing students to persuade friends at
home to complete part or all of their post·
secondary education at Murray State,
Yarali said.
The majority of Muslim students come
from countries in the Middle East, he said,
many of wnich offer special scholarships to
graduating high school seniors interested in
studying English in the United States.
That's what Alharbi has done, he said.
And he said many of his friends are in similar programs.
Abdulbasat Almarzouqi, graduate student from Dubai, United Arab Emirates,

Worshipers practice a moment of silence and contemplation duri119 Friday COOQreoatlon.

Before prayer, some worshipers SI11CJ the name of Allah.

and president of the United Arab Emirates
Student Union, said the developing nature
of his home country made the U.S. a logical
place to study.
"Our country is growing yearly," he said.
"There are new companies and new. projects with gas and oiL A lot of students.
after high school, are sent to America for a
good major."
While other students file ' out of Woods
Hall mid-afternoon on Fridays to enjoy the
weekends' warm air, practicing Muslims
linger in the lobby.
Rolling out long carpets and reciting
prayer songs, the Muslim students hold a
congregation service every Friday afternoon to worship Allah and mingle with
their brothers.
But with the number of Muslims between
150 and 200, according to Yarali, services
can become overcrowded.
In the past, local Muslims prayed in a
rented room of College Courts, but the
space was inadequate, Albarbi said.
"We were getting noise complaints," he

said. "It•was really kind of embarrassing."
• When liS granted access to a conference
room off the lobby of Woods Ha11, the size
of the room was perfect for the 40 or 50 stu·
dents at Murray State at the time, he said,
but with more growth, at times the room
was too small.
In turn, the University, in part with the
liS, granted the use of a conference room in
the basement of Woods Hall to be used as a
religious room, giving Muslims plenty of
space to pray, he said.
The room, which will be ready by next
semester, underwent a $55,000 renovation
to prepare it for the coming influx of students, said Luis Canales, director of the US.
The President's Office, the Office of the
Provost, the Office of Student Affairs, liS
and Facilities Management all donated
money for the multi-purpose room, he said.
MSO hopes to be able to use the room for
the five daily prayers as well as the Friday
congregation and any other religious feasts
or celebrations that come up during the
semester, Yarall said.
This latest installment by the University
will ensure the continued growth of Muslim students, he said.
"(Murray Muslims) are saying, 'Hey,
come here. It's a good city. It's a secure city.
No crime. There is a place to pray. There
are no liquor shops,'" he said.
University President Randy Dunn said
the renovations will benefit all int~rnation
al groups.
"We want to create a prayer room for
these students in Woods Hall. which houses all of our international programs to make
it convenient for Islamic students to have a
place available to them," he said.
Canales agreed, saying it is in the University's best interest to continue an effort
to recruit Muslim students.
Said Canales: "It is one thing to recruit
the students, but it is another thing to retain
them."
Contact Ramsey at aramseyS@
murraystate.edu.

To approach the prayer ruq, attendees at the Friday prayer remove their shoes.

An MSO member offers drinks at a sponsored event

AI Mualbed {riQht) lat19hs with a friend after Friday prayer.
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Just a Bit Outside

Strangely appropriate

,.

..• ·- -

Every now and then ·
.....
something strange happens, something too odd
to chalk up to chance. In
that moment, if even for
just a few seconds, life
finds a way to imitate art
in an all too appropriate - - . , - - - manner. In a sometimes
Greg
odd, often fitting way art
WaddeD ·
tells the story better than
Sports Editor
we ever could. This column is dedicated to moments like those
when the relationship between song and
sport take on a whole new meaning. Baseball,
in my opinion, is at the forefront as a player's
walk out song upon stepping to bat or entering a game often becomes the defining thread
tying them to Cans.
·
These are the songs I think tell some of the
more applicable moments from baseball's
past. I hope you enjoy reading this as' much
as I did writing it.
Mike Schmidt - "(I Can't Get No)
Satisfaction" by the Rolling Stones
Mike Schmidt is a Hall-of-Farner. I realize
this but bear me out. If I was to ask you to
name 10 'of the best players in baseball history what names would immediatel)' to come
to mind? Joe Dimaggio? Mickey Mantle,
maybe? The Babe? But what nbout Schmidt?
Do you even know who he is? Coming along
at the end of Brooks Robinson's career, he
was often overshadowed by the greatest
defensive third baseman in baseball history,
but he was no slouch himself, cashing in 10
Gold Gloves of his own. He could swing the
bat a little bit too, leading the league in
roundtrippers eight times. Oh, and he was
also named to the MLB All-Century team.
BaiTy Bonds- jailhouse Rock'" by Elvis
Both have been called the King but at this
point only Presley has any legitimate claim to
the throne. Whereas Elvis' career got worse
as he aged, capped by an embarrassing stint
in Las Vegas with rhinestones and white
leather, Bonds got better and better :1s he got
older. Heck, at the ripe old age of 37, when
most players are on their way out of baseball,
Bonds clubbed 73 home runs, the most in a
single season in major league history. Each
has had a problem with drugs but l,resley's
were the more self-destructive kind while
Bonds' foray into illegal substances turned
long fly balls into dingers and made his neck
non-existent. Hopefully there will he enough
wall space in his 6-by-8 cell to hold his seven
MVP plaques.
Shoeless Joe Jackson - "There Goes My Life"
by Kenny Chesney
Although I hate to say it, Shoeless Joe's storied career technically didn't happen.
Despite the fact it will never be recorded in
the annals of history due to a little gambling
incident in the 1919 World Series. Jackson
was a gamer and his career .356 batting average, 1,772 hits and 762 R.Bis in 12 major league
seasons sing hls praises. Though he won't get
the chance to' walk out to the song in any
MLB stadiums, rm sure Kevin Costner could
hook him up with some speakers in the cornfield for one last trot around the diamond.
Barry Zito- "All for You" by Sister Hazel
"It's hard to say what it is 1 see in you."
Let's hope Sister Hazel isn't too popular in
the Bay Area because somehow I imagine
every time Giants GM Bt"ian R. Sabean hears
that line from "All for YoU"Zito's face comes
to his mind and a series of face-palms commence. I can't say exactly what Sahean was
drinking the day he thought it would be a
good idea to bring the lefty to San Francisco
but it must have been awfully strong.
Although Zito did manage to steal a Cy
Young in 2002 and has made three AU-Star
teams. he is hardly the franchise pitcher the
Giants valued, recording a pedestrian 40-58
record and 4.47 ERA in his time in the gray
and orange. What makes the situation worse?
The fact it falls on the background 6f his
seven-year $126 million contract. He was
brought in to be a top of the rotation pitcher
but in the Giants' most successful season in
recent history Zito found himself on the
wrong side of the postseason roster in the
Word Series run in 2010. ·
Rafael Palmeiro- "Love the Way You Ue•
Murray State President Randy Dunn watches on as the winners are announced.
Singer Bucky Covington takes to the crowd to serenade a fan.
byEminem
Standing before a congressional panel in
the fall of 2005, Palmeiro adamantly denied
taking steroids. Five months later, he
changed his ,tune faster than Rick Pitino during a night at Porcinis when he was suspended 10-games for violating the league's sub- Kyra Ledbetter
tage to Kennedy should he earn the position.
told The Miami Herald. "It's been hard for
stance abuse policy. Though plenty of jokes Staff writer
The home crowd attendance is the lowest in
them to gain a foothold among the entrenched
could be made at his expense I think his own •
their conference.
powers in the ACC. They've had a difficult
statement to that panel says it best:
transition from the Big East to the ACC."
Head Coach Billy Kennedy has been added
"We believe in basketball. and we want to
"Let me start by telling you this: I have · to the potential list of head coaches for the
be a top-notch program," said Paul DiMare,
Tomm)' Amaker, head coach of Harvard and
never used steroids. Period. I don't know
chairman of the Board of Trustees' athletic
perceived front-runner for the position, has
Univer:;ity of Miami, after Coach Frank Haith
how to say it any more clearly than that.
resigned on April4. Having served as assistant
advisory committee. "People in Miami love
withdrawn his name for consideration.
Never." Really, Raffy? I think others would
sports, but they arc fickle fans as we have seen
coach at UM in 2005, not to mention the stcl·
"I am appreciative of and flattered by the
beg to differ.
lar rc.~cord tht• Racers have had under his direcinterest shown in me by uthl•r' fine universiwith the Heat, Marlins and our football team.
Sonorable Mentions
ties. but I am proud and honored to represent
tion, it's not surprising Kennedy found himself
You have to be ':1 winner."
Jason Giambi -"The Thong Song" by Sisqo
Harvard," Amaker said in 'a statement released
on the candidates list.
And indeed, winning has been a bit of a
Darryl Strawberry - "Stay High" by Three 6
However, Kennedy may end up with more
problem for Miami. In 26 years UM has only
by the school. "1 look forward to continuing
Mafia
managed to get to the NCAA tournament five
than he bargained for if he gets the position.
my efforts to teach. lead and serve."
Milton Bradley - "Oops, I Did It Again" by
According to The Miami Herald. on the day
times. Murray State bas played in 12.
Other potential candidates include Kansas
Britney Spears
of his resignation. Haith stated he went unrecIn addition. UM is prepared to pay substanState Coach Frank Martin and recently fired
Rickey Henderson • "I'm Not As Good As I
ognized at his ov.'D office. That may just be the
tially less than other teams in its conference.
Oklahoma coach Jeff Capel. A hire c9uld come
Once Was" by Toby Keith
as early ns next week:
tip of the iceberg in terms of the program
"UM has everything in place - location, talContact Waddell at gregory.waddell@ Kennedy may inherit.
ent, conference - but they've got to be willing
Contact Ledbetter at kyra.Jcdbcticr@
murraystatc.cdu.
To start. the Miami crowd will be no advanmurrayscarc.cdu.
to compete," Jay Bilas. f.SPN basketball analyst

Florida duo captures second title in as many years

Kennedy named finalist in Miami head coach search
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The Great Outdoors

Tennis

These kids can fish
At the TBF/
FLW
High
School Fishing
Murray ' State
Open pre-tournament meeting
last weekend,
the organizers
gave the boat
captains of the
Steve
76 high school
Miller
teams two pri.! Outdoor columnist
mary objectives:
to ensure competitors safety and to
mentor them about the sport of fishing tournaments.
After an hour of fishing a spot the
kids did well in the day befor.e, they
caught only one short. The questions
from the young anglers started.
"Where did they go? Why are they
not here? Now what do we do?" They
asked. I wished I had the answers to
those questions. I could only give
them my best guesses and if those
were always dead-on, I would have
probably woo more tournaments in
my career.
We bad to adjust. So we hit some
other spots. Within a few casts at a
new spot, one of the teammates posted up with a bent rod. It looked like a
good fish. When it came to surface, it
jumped and shook its behemoth bead.
I couldn't even see the rattle trap
buried deep in its mouth. She ate it
good. When the five-pounder was in
the net, our boat erupted in celebration. Spirits were restored.
We continued fishing at the same
spot and only caught a few more
shorts. It was decision time again. I
felt like we were around fish. The
bank was loaded with shad and we
tried different' offerings. but the bass
ignored them as they gorged on the
schools of bait. I laid out the options
and my thoughts, but ultimately I
wanted the teammates to make the
final decision. Their decision was to
try a new spot and it was a good one.
At our new spot, the team quickly
boated two barely legal bank runners.
With an hour left and three fiSh in the
boat, the team was feeling the p~;es
sure. They were twa fish short of
making a run at the title. I tried my
best to settle them down, reminded
them not to fish too fast and a keeper
could come on any cast
We then noticed a fiSh on a bed. It
looked like good keeper and I eased
the boat as close as I could without
being seen by the fish. The sight fishing lessons began. After 20 minutes
of working the fish, I was starting to
lose hope. I suggested the team try
one last lure: a tube. I told them the
fish will strike out of aggression, not
hunger, so we agitated it by putting
the lure right on its head and bumping his body with it. It worked.
We finally got the three-pound
male bass in the net and the kids were
overwhelmed with a sense of triumph. They had prevailed and were
one fish shy of a solid limit.
It was decision time again. I told
them we can make the run back to
weigh-in more comfortably in the
40 mph wind if we left at that
moment or we could try to get that
last fish and experience a little
rougher ride. Without the slightest
hesitation, they opted to lengthen
their fishing time.
Un(ortunately, that fifth fish eluded us right up to the last minute
before making the run back to the
weigh-in.
· The ride was rough, but not dangerous. The kids seemed to not care a
bit about the spray as it hit them in
the face, or the back jarring slams
against the bigger waves we encountered along the way. In fact, they
yelled "woo, boo!" and had huge
smiles on their faces. The~ were
enjoying the moment and were proud
of what was in the livewell.
When all 'was said and done, the
missing fifth fish put the team in
eighth overall and third in the Kentucky Division. They were happy.
And I was happy to be a part of it all.
I enjoyed being out there with the
guys. They made me laugh, I shared
their excitement and I tried to tell
them everything I knew about bass
fishing. I hope the tournament planted a seed for the love of fishing these
guys can enjoy for the rest of their
Uves. Because even when you do not
have all the answers and everything
does not go to according to plan, it is
still darn fun.

Team regains focus
Andrea Ballmann
Contributing writer

Photos by Rick Burrrs/The NPws

Senior Renaldo Domoney returns a shot.

Junior cassldy Cunltz prepares to strike a shot.

The Racers have declared the chase for
the Championship open.
Both the men's and women's tennis
teams qualified for the Ohio Valley Conference Championship in Paducah this
weekend.
Whereas the women's squad looks back
to a satisfying regular season entering the
OVC finals with ease as the No.5 seed, the
men's team had to wait until last week's
matches to guarantee their qualification
for the round of the best six teams.
"For sure we felt pressure (after losing
to Eastern Kentucky 0-7 Friday)," said
men's Head Coach Mel Purcell. "And then
we knew we had to leave to go playing
even a bigger match the next day."
The deciding match happened Saturday
wht!n they prevailed against Eastern Illi·
nois University 5-2. With a 5-14 overall
and a 2-5 OVC record, the Racers reached
the quarterfinals as the No. 6 seed.
"Now, everybody's in the tournament
and everybody can win," Purcell said.
·•And we fed good about that."
Although he said the Racers are viewed
as an outsider, Purcell cherishes a belief
in improvement in his team's performanc.:.
"I've played in tournaments before
when sometimes people played better
than they have all year," he said. "I expect·
ed them to play better most of the year,
but marbe they've saved their best for
last."
In the women's squad, Head Coach
Connie Keasling said she is content with
her team's performances and praised her
players.
•
"The players are playing the best tennis
we can possibly play," she said. "They
have done an excellent job, and we're
playing very consistent right now, and I
think that's the key."
After winning their last two regular season matches against Eastern Illinois (5·2)
and Morehead State (6-l), the Racers have
a 5-3 record for the OVC Tournament.
The record put Murray State in a threeway tie for the third place in the league
standings because there were three teams
with a 5·3 OVC record. The tie-bre.tker
system, counting all singles and doubles
won against the first seed jacksonville
State, brought the decision for the ranking
and placed the Racers at the No. S seecl
"The players really did a great job in
getting us to a position to where we could
have gone in as the third seed, but the tie-

breaker system just didn't go in our
favor," Keasling said.
•
The women's flrst opponent is Austin
Peay at 10 a.m. today. Although the Lady
Governors defeated Murray State on
AprilS in a close match (3-4), they are not
unbeatable, Keasling said.
The first opponent for the men's squad
is No. 3 seed Tennessee Tech University
at 2 p.m. today. The Racers were defeated
by the Golden Eagles 2-5 on April 2.
Despite that, Purcell said he has a good
feeling about tod.ay's quarterfinal.
"'We feel like we competed well against
'Tennessee Tech earlier in the season,"
Purcell said. "I think we have a good
chance to get through the first round."
If the Racers emerge victorious today,
No. 2 seed Austin Peay will be waiting for
them in the semifinal at 2 p.m. Saturday.
Earlier this season, Murray State lost
against the Governors 1-6, but Purcell said
be wants to focus more on today's match.
"Tennessee Tech, that is all we think
about right now," he said. "'If we win that
match, we'll think about Austin Peay. We
only get one match at a time, not to get
ahead of ourselves."
Keasling also has the same principle.
She said she has not thought about Jack·
sonville State, the possible semifinal
opponent at 10 a.m. Saturday. or about the
Championship match at 10 a.m. Sunday.
"The very first match is the hardest one
to play," she said. "In a tournament, all
your focus bas to be on the first match."
Both coaches agree on the recipe for
success: the importance of winning the
doubles point at the beginning of each
game.
With earning the doubles point first, a
team only has to be victorious in three
singles matches to win the whole game
and to enter the next round. Furthermore,
Keasling said she sees a mental advantage
in succeeding in the doubles.
"'Winning the doubles point can give
you an extra boost going into your singles
matches," she said.
Both head coaches go confidently into
the tournament and hope for good performances after a sufficing preparation.
"This is what we what we work for, this
is what we trained for, and this is what we
prepare for," Keasling said. "We want to
win the championship and bring it home
to Murray State."
The OVC tournament starts at 10 a.m.
today at the Larry Heflin Tennis Center in
Paducah.
Contact Ballmann at aballmann@

murraystate.edu.
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An Early Look at Next Year•••·
This week. The Nerlf Drew Hiney breakS down the top five teams in his 2011-12 pc'eSHSOn top-25 baskeltJall poll and Qlwes his opinion on Ndl. For 1 full Tap 25. CJO to t11enews.orv.

1) North Carolina
As a Duke fan, I hate writing this. but it can't be avoided. The Tarh- •e p»ing to be a dominan! team ne~t year in college basketball. They started off this season slow. especially the freshman pbe·~~~_,ut as the year pro-

gressed, so did they, eventually making it all the way to the BikeS. before l i t o t e entucky Wildcats. If Barnes
decides to return for another year, instead of opting out for the NI:A, be will be
• g Tyler Zeller, who~ already stated he is bypassing the NBA for one more year in <;:hapel Hill.
~~one
mak~..-.a ~op 2~
t~en you
add in John Henson and two McDonald's All-AmeriCaD$ and you ~-·t teantltn the CCfn~l>ld I mention (lf everyone stays) UNC will only lose one person from this year's t~ to graeh6n?
backup 10. . backup qf Zeller.
2) Ohio State
•
Jared Sullinger wants to come hack to Columbus for another year.~ he w~~guably the best bJiman in the entire
country and he was only a freshman. NBA-bound guard Wl1liam Buford IW'posedJir wants_.,...,.._ fi»r one more season
as well. Under these two players' leadership, the Buckeyes sboukl
ttie floor 11ith the 1Jg Ten and be back as one of
the best teams in the nation. Sure it hurts when you lose two gun•. wO...tverage ..,e than D;poi.nts per pme, especially
the best three point shooter in the country, Jon Diebler. So it cali"t.~ to add a . w McDonQl's Ali--AIIlel'kan post presence to accompany Sullinger al) well as a point guard, so that*s exactly what thefidid.
3) Kentucky
•
This one hurts. I mean, having both UNC and UK in front of the Blue Devils in the rankings entering next season is like
pouring salt into multiple open wounds and then adding rubbiDe
lt*l...._ If what was written on paper won basketball games, this team would competiua for the top spot in the country with NoJth carolina. The
only thing holding me back is the fact that they will be enterin,a the season with little to no experience. Yes, DeAndre Liggins and Doron Lamb will be back. but we all know who is goiD& to run the show in Lexington next yean the four MeDon~
ald's All-Americans of Mic hael Gilchrist, Marquis Teague, Anthony Davis
~ ~~ ~ of thre~ are the
No.1 overall player at their respective positions). I hate it, but there isn't m~Ttiii'a~'~t:lt ~c~ hope therr lack of
experience comes back to bite them in the butt like the Fab Five decades e~.. ~ *-'•!tlle NBA lets high school
players enter the draft again.
•
· '
4) Duke
Finally, l get to write about my beloved Blue Devils. Yes, they loall Kyrie Irving t o the NBA as welt u .Nolan Smith and
Kyle Singler to graduation, but the one thing they will have is e~ UJ:).derrated in my opinion: Coach K. If he's not
the best coach in college basketball today, never mind, he is the best ~lit liloefeldl. basketballilald maybe the best
ever. Anytime you have a conch like this on the sideline, there is always a chance for you ··somehow be:a great te~ Plus,
the boys from Durham are returning three quality big men aloac witb a ,.aJ of some ~the best sho,Of.ing guards m the
country in Seth Curry and Andre Dawkins. You add the No.1 player m the O>untry oqlaing out of
school, Austin
Rivers, and with two other McDonald's All-Americans, you have a typical Coei ~
that coulsurprise anyone.
5) Louisville
If there was any team in the country I could see as being bett~ than North Carolina from the onset~the season, it is
Louisville. 1 rate experience as one of the most important things to have, and if you look at the ~ls, that's exactly
what they will be offering. Returning 10 players from this year's teJUta.(they only lost senior PresMknowles) and adding
two McDonald's All-Americans to accompany that should make for an.._•U··~:6Ji\6illllli Rick Pitino. I just can't
wait to watch how they play in the brutal Big East next year, not to mention their anintai rlYalry game versus Kentucky. It
should make for quite the entertaining season.
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Contact Miller at steven.millcr@
murraystate.edu.
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• All types of contacts

Murray State Employees
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Home games unkind to 'Breds
Will Cartwright
Staff writer

Photos by Rick BurrwThe

Redshlrt freshman outfielder Ty Stetson grimaces as he Is hit by a pitch during agame.

New~

The 'Breds were unable to subdue the lethal
offense of the Gamecocks of Jacksonville State last
weekend.
The Gamecocks are currently first place in the
OVC and pushed across 36 total runs in taking two of
three games from Murray State at their home field.
In 'the first game on Saturday, Jacksonville State
came away with a 20-7 victory after racking up a
combined 25 hits and scoring in six out of the nine
innings.
Junior pitcher Tyler Beers took the loss for the
'Breds after giving up six runs on eight hits in two
and two-thirds innings.
The 'Breds' offense managed to score seven runs,
but it was not enough to overcome the onslaught of
offense countered by the Gamecocks, who hit three
home runs in the game.
Junior catcher Jacob Rhodes went 2-for-4 with one
run scored and junior first baseman Cody Larson
went 3- for-3 with three RBis and one run scored.
In the second game of the Saturday doubleheader
the 'Breds bounced back stro-ng with a 12-6 win over
the Gamecocks.
Senior pitcher Jacob Donze pitched another complete game and managed to work his way out of some
tough jams in both the fifth and sixth innings when
the bases were loaded. .
Donze gave up six runs on 12 hits in seven innings.
This win puts him 5-l on the year.
Senior outfielder Zach Noonan had a big day at the
plate by going 3-for-4 with six RBIS and two runs
scored. The biggest play of the day came in the first

'
.
inning when Noonan hit a grand slam, his second of
the year.
"It was bases load with one out," Noonan said. "All
r wanted to do was not put something on the ground
and roll into a double play. r was looking for a fastball and trying to elevate."
Later in the game Noonan laid down a bunt for a
single after catching the Jacksonville State defense
off guard.
, "The third baseman was playing back a little too
far," Noonan said. "I'm not known as a power guy, I
am normally known as a singles hitter and 1 kind of
let him know t,hat."
Helping with the offensive attack senior outfielder
Elliot Frey went l-for-2 and Larson went 3-for-4 in
the 'Breds win.
The 'Breds were unable to come away with the win
on the rubber match on Sunday. Murray State lost a
tight game 10-9. The Gamecocks managed to score
five runs in the first inning after an error by the
'Breds and then pushed across another two runs in
the seventh inning to gain the one-run advantage.
Freshman pitcher Cameron Finch took the loss for
Murray State after giving up one hit and one earned
run in two and two-thirds innings.
Frey went 3-tor-4 with one RBI and sophomore
shortstop Brandon Elliott went 3-for-6 with two runs
scored in a loss where the last out recorded was a
diving catch made by the Jacksonville State center
fielder with a 'Breds runner in scoring position.
The 'Breds host SIU-Edwardsville Saturday for
two games and one game on Sunday. First pitch for
Saturday's first game is set for l p.m.

Contact Cartwright at
murraystatc.edu.

william.cartwright@

Junior lefty Luke Shumaker delivers a pitch against the Gamecocks.

Junior outfielder Cody Larson gets ajump on Jacksonville State and steals third base In the 'Breds win last friday.

Softball

Pyron: Weekend series
good test fQr team
Sophie McDonald
Staff writer
After a three~game set with Austin Peay and a tough loss
against Southern Illinois-Edwardsville, the softball team is
focusing on the four-game week ahead.
Sunday showed senior center fielder Jenna Bradlt!y exploding on a pitch down the middle to land her first grand slam of
the season in a 14-3 Racers' victory against Austin Peay.
The win clinched the series for the Racers and Head Coach
Jay Pyron said it was a good test for the team.
"We really played hard," he said. "We scored runs. we
pitched well, we played defense aQ.d I'm really excited about
that."
With a mission to win the third game against Austin Peay.
· Pyron said he is proud of the way the team responded in a
tough situation.
"My second at bat was a little bit rough at the beginning,"
Bradley said. "(I) fouled a couple of bad pitches off, but I saw
one good pitch, my last pitch, right down the middle and took
it out. it was a good swing that I put on it. I knew 1 needed to
get a base hit so that was what I was going for, it just went a

little farther than I expected."
The pitchers. including sophomore pitcher Shelby Kosmecki who earned the win for Murray State (13-20, 6-10), worked
hard, Bradley said.
"Shelby came in in the fourth inning and pitched a good
inning," she said. "And Kristin Broadway really came in and
shut them down the very last inning which was what we needed. She pitched strikes and got girls out and finished the game
really strong."
Tuesday afternoon brought a game with a different ending.
The team lost a series-ending game against SIU-Edwardsville

11-0.
"We're pretty disappointed we dropped the game to
'Edwardsville," Pyron said. "We've been playing really well
lately and it was just one of those games where things just didn't seem to go right."
Pyron said he believes the frustrating day made the players
eager to get back on the field to get a win.
''1 think they understand it was just one of those games that
didn't go right and I think they're hungry and ready to get on
to the next thing,'' he said.
At fifth place in the OVC, 4-4 in conference play and J3..7
overall, Pyron said the team has an opportunity to respond to
the loss in the upcoming games against Mempltis, Southeast
Missouri and Alabama State.
"We'll see how they handle ·it,'' he said. "Every time we've
had a game like that this season they have bounced back and
responded. I'm excited to see how they will handle it.''
This afternoon the Racers take on the Memphis Tigers (2510) for game one the exciting series, Pyron said.
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''Memphis is very good this year,'' be said. "They're a really
competitive team and they've beaten a lot of top-level competition this year so it will be a good chance for us to h:we them
come in and play here."
On Saturday the team travels to Cape Girardeau, Mo., to
take on tbe Redhawks of Southeast Missouri.
SEMO is fourth place in the OVC and tied with Murray State
in conference wins Pyron said this series is important.
.:.'They're one of the top teams in the conference so it will be
an opportunity for us to kind of make up some ground and
advance ourselves toward making the tournament :md we're
excited to get after it,'' he said.
The Racers will fl.nish out the week hosting non-conference
opponent Alabama State and will try to avoid getting stung by
the Hornets.
''We don't really know a whole lot about them,'' Pyron said.
"We've never played them before. They're coming up here to
play us and anytime you get a non-conference team to come to
your field it's a good opportunity to get a few innings in and tv
compete a little bit outside of conference and an opportunity
for us to get wins.''
The team is ready to respond. Pyron said.
"We're going to need to play well to beat all these teams," he
said. "It's going to be a stretch for us with some pretty solid
competition so hopefully we'll step up and play the way we
need to play to win."
Pyron's team will play non-conference opponent Memphis
at 2 p.m. today at Racer Field before hosting Alabama State at
2 p.m. Wednesday.

Contact McDonald at smcdonald3@murraystate.edu.
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Members of Alpha Omicron PI perform a color-therned production fe~turlng songs such as 'Brown Eyed Girt' and the 'Green Acres' theme on the steps of Lovett AuditoriumduriOQ Wednesday's All-campus SiOQ.

Groups compete for top titles
Paige Graves
Staff writer
As the afternoon sun beat down on the
Quad Wednesday afternoon, the spectators crowded around the steps of Lovett
Auditorium anticipated the results of the
53rd Annual All-Campus Sing. After three
hours of competition among 21 groups, the
winners were finally revealed.
The event, hosted by Sigma Alpha Iota,
the Alumni Association and' the Office of
Student Affairs, featured four categories:
residential colleges. independent, sororities and fraternities.
The sisters of Sigma Alpha Iota opened
the show with their traditional chorale,
followed by an introduction of the judges.
Aside from first, second and third
places in each category, there was also
best solo, best costumes, director's choice
and the spirit award.
Groups were judged based on their
musical performance, choreography, originality, crowd appeal and overall effect.
Themes of the night included world and
social issues, and several groups made use
of songs the audience might be familiar
with, such as music of The Beatles.
Hester College took first place in the
residential college division with its
"Across the Universe" theme.
Hannah Robbins, director and sophomore from Paris, Tenn.. said the Hester
group collectively came up with the
theme because they all loved the movie.
"Our major obstacle was definitely mixing the music together," Robbins said. "It
was very difficult to blend it together
using only instrumental versions. We
actually had to change three songs the day
of (All-Campus Sing) to ensure there
weren't lyrics in it."
Robbins said she felt Hester College
always has a winning spirit, and it was
showcased through their performance.
Lee Clark took second place with their

theme, "Tonight," and Springer-Franklin's
"That's Life" show was awarded third
place.
Sock 'n' Buskin won the independent
division with their "Anthem" show, featuring two songs by pop artist Pink. The
performance also won best solo by Ashlan
Stephenson.
The Baptist Campus Ministry took sec·
ond place with a huinan trafficking awareness theme and the Honors Program show
featured the "Seven Deadly Sins" for third
place.
In the sorority division, the women of
Alpha Omicron Pi won the spirit award as
well as first place with their "Color Me
AOPi" theme.
Katy Dail, senior from leesburg, Va.,
directed the sorority's show.
"I love music, singing and, of course, my
sisters in Alpha Omicron Pi," Dail said.
"Seeing everyone work together and share
ideas to make the routine better is definitely worth all the time and effort that
goes into this joyous event. Being one of
the AOPi song leaders this year has kicked
my Jove for All-Campus Sing up to the
next level."
Dail said part of thl!ir success is attributed to the fun they had together.
"We knew the steps, we had put the
time into practice and we finally got to do
it in front of people," Dail said. "I'm so
proud of my sisters. Some of them had
never performed in front of anyone
before, and they went on the stairs and did
their best."
Sigma Sigma Sigma's "Sigmas in the
Candy Shop" won second place and Alpha
Gamma Delta's "Telephone" won third.
The director's choice award was given
to the women of Zeta Phi Beta. Their
theme was "Girl Power."
For the eighth year in a row, the men of
Sigma Phl Epsilon won first place in the
fraternity category. The show, "To Infin·
ity and Beyond," featured a large rocket

,

ship prop towering alongside the columns
of Lovett.
Cameron Gish. director and senior from
Owensboro, Ky.. said the group began
practicing three weeks ago and worked
harder than usual this last week. As the
men belted out Train's "Drops of Jupiter.':
and their purple shorts flashed across the
steps, audience members clapped and
sang along.
''We had a lot of graduating seniors last
year that were strong singers, so this
year's group had to work extra hard to
bring home the win," Gish said.
After eight wins, Gish said he is excited
to see what his fraternity does next year.
"Our secret is simple," Gish said. "We
pick a great theme that people will enjoy
and choose. songs that people know. We
want our guys to have fun doing All-campus Sing, and winning is definitely a plus."
Alpha Phi Alpha came away with second place with their "Secret Admirers"
performance.
Sigma Phi Epsilon also won best costume.
The men of Lambda Chi Alpha were
awarded third place for their "Saturday
Night live" show. which included a nod to
the Chris Farley Chippendale's sketch. .
· Exhibition performances by Sigma
Alpha Iota and Phi Mu Alpha followed the
main competition.
Justin Veazey. senior from Henderson,
Ky., and president of Phi Mu Alpha, said
he has always enjoyed this event and felt
it was an honor assisting Sigma Alpha
Iota.
"When it came to Phi Mu Alpha's show,
I don't know another time where I have
had more fun performing," Veazey :;aid.
"All the rehearsals and late nights make
everything worth hearing the roar of
applause soar across the Quad as our
horns and voices sound out."
Contact Gra\•es ac paigc.gravcs@
murraystatc.edu.
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Movie Review

Channel Surfing

'Country Strong' feels weak, disorganized

Break out the jazz hands

Features Editor Charlotte Kyle
writes the movie reviews.
Music movies are difficult to
make. It's hard to find the perfect ·
balance of music and plot, singing
and acting.
"Country Strong" tries to figure it
out but has a difficult time finding
its footing. A lack of focus and a
slow-moving story suffers behind a
decent soundtrack.
.
The ftlm stars Gwyneth Paltrow
as Kelly Canter, a country superstar
who enters rehab after a disastrous
and drunken performance in Dallas.
At the rehab cent~r she meets
employee Beau (Garrett Hedlund,
"Tron: Legacy") and they begin
writing songs and hanging out.
'Kelly's husband, James (Tim
McGraw, "Friday Night Lights"),
checks her out of rehab a month
early so she can begin a three-city
comeback tour that includes a date
in Dallas.
Kelly suggests Beau as an opening act and eventually James
decides Beau and beauty queen
Chiles (Leighton Meester. "Gossip
Girl") will op en. James wants to
Photo courtesy of allmovJephoto.com
make Chiles into the next big thing.
There are a lot of plotlines going
Chiles (Leiohton Meester) and 'Beau (Garrett Hedlund) perform tooether. They are clearly paired because of their weird names.
on, mo~tly stemming from th~ web
sparkly dresses looked straight out
clocks in just under two hours yet it
of relationships.
enjoyable. She should consider
feels like much longer. Several
of Swift's closet.
You have Kelly and Beau, Kelly
releasing more country-type music
Visually it was appealing, but I
scenes appear to mirror p revious
and James, James and Chiles. Chiles
in comparison to her previous
scenes but rather than invoking a
never signed up for a movie filled
and Beau, Beau and James and even
songs.
with mini fake live performance
sense of continuity it simply feels
a bit of Kelly and Chiles. It's a lot to
One reviewer claimed you don't
like deja vu.
music videos. I hate fake live perkeep up with and no one story
have to be a fan of country music to
formance music videos. Give me a
The movie is not a to tal waste.
enjoy "Country Strong:: l think that
seems to get the p roper amount of
story or give me an actual live- perIt's worth checking out, especially if
focus.
reviewer was wrong.
you're a fan of any of the actors
formance.
The actors, however. manage to
If you hate country music,
The songs were good. They were
involved.
make the often formulaic characchances are you won't be able to sit
country cliche, sure, but they
Like some of the songs in the
ters interesting. Paltrow plays the
through the film without hitting fast
film, it's mediocre, but something
served their purpose.
vulnerable, broken side of Kelly in
forward or just skipping to the end
Meester started the film with
decent to fill the silence if you're
an impressive and believable manentirely.
bubhlegum pop-country songs
bored one afternoon.
ner. She's almost heartbreaking.
Musical sequences go on entirely
before realizing her potential as a
The film is like any good road to
McGraw's controlling-yet-symtoo long. Yes. it's a movie about a
real sun1,'Writer.
redemption story. It has its bumps
pathetic James is harder to relate to,
country superstar and a couple of
Paltrow had a mi.x of "serious
but he makes it work. Because I've
newcomers, but that doesn't mean
along the way.
artist" songs paired with the "I'm a
never seen McGraw's filmography,
we have to sit for three to five minContact Kyle at char/ottc.kylc@
country woman who's gonna be
onJy heard his musk. I was surutes watching a character awkmurraystate.edu.
sexy and show myself off" tracks.
prised by his talent. He has great
wardly sing on stage.
It sort of felt like they sat down
chemistry w ith the film's other
A few songs are repeated
leads.
throughout the fUm with each perwith a list of popular country songs
and tweaked them to make film verHedlund and Meester work well
formance focused on. Was one not
sions. It worked for the movie, and
enough?
together. The roles are different
Hedlund, Meester and Paltrow . Zero stars: Save your cash
from their previous projects but
Don't get me wrong: the stage
their scenes lioili togetl:ier and se-'-p--- -se
-=tt"m
'=,...,
gs w
"'=ere go rgeous, t
'gnfing
prove(! tHey can s ng country mu ic One star: Only 1 you'reoored
in a believable and appealing manTwo stars: Worth renting
arate show their ranges as actors.
was amazing and the costumes
ncr.
Their voices fit the role, too.
were stunning. Paltrow had the hair
Three stars: See it immediately
T he story is slow. The movie
of T aylor Swift while Meester's
Meester's vocals are particularly
Four stars: A futu re classic
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Hard

Medium

Easy

Murray State just
feels different during
All· Campus
Sing
week.
There is something in the air that
makes me think I
could just burst into a
choreographed routine with my classCharlotte mates then sit down
Kyle
as if nothing hapFeatures Editor pened. Seriously, bow
cool would that be?
I'm fascinated by the idea of musicals.
I think a lot of TV write'rs arc too, which
is why series have a habit of doing a
musical-themed episode. It typically
doesn't make sense with canon, and
sometimes it proves that Lead Actor or
Actress should not try to start a singing
career, but it's fun.
Fun is what it's all about, right?
Now, those reading this column and
expecting me to talk about "Glee" can
read the next few paragraphs then peace
out, suckers.
MGlee" does not count in this musical
TV show category because it's no longer
special for everyone to break out in song.
It's just normal in this world.
Sure, the Chief loves it and I'm not hating on the series. but it's like trying to say
an episode of''Buffy the Vampire Slayer"
was different because Buffy slayed a
vampire.
(She does that every week, if it's not
obvious.}
Speaking of, the "Buffy" musical,
"Once More With feeling," is probably
one of the most well-known musical
episod es of a television series. The
episode had a canon explanation for
everyone singing - ~~ demon did it - and
manages to use quirky lyrics, a variety of
genres and a beautiful score to make it a
fan favorite.
"Scrubs" explained it away with more
than "just a dream," too. A -patient has an
aneurysm which makes her bear singing
when people talk. Some of the songs are
awkward, but the episode gave us ·•Guy
Love" so l have no complaints.
Besides, any musical that features a
song about poo is A-OK in my book.
Live action TV isn't alone in their
quest for a stab at the musical genre: animation has had its fun, too.
"The Fairly Oddparcnts" had "School's
Out: The Musical," "The Simpsons" have
done numer:ous episodes and shows like
..T he Powerpuff Girls," ''The Grim
Adventures of Bllly and Mandy" and
"South Park" have had their own.
"Rocko's Modern Life" had "Zanzibar,"
a musical episode about recycling. The
episode was written by Dan Povenr:rt.ire
and Jeff"Swampy" Marsh.
This duo later took their musical talents to Disney Channel's "Phineas and
Ferb," a series known for its lavish musical productions. It's practically the
"Glee" of cartoons.
They took it a step further, however,
when they decided to .have the characters do their own real life musical.
"What assurance would we have that
everyone else will also break into song
and do the same thing?" Fcrh asks.
"I don't know," Phineas answers. "1
think they probably will."
I love Phineas' confidence that things
will just work out. If I had that sort of
faith in my classmates I'm sure we would
have done our own musical number. I
guess there's always next year.
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Last Week's Solution

Create and solve rour
Sodoku puzzles for FREE.
Pl~r more Sudoku and Win prizes at

PRIZESUDOKU.coM
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